
Fort Cherry Jr./Sr. High School
Panorama Yearbook

Dear Senior,

Because you will surely want to be included in the senior section of this year’s yearbook, you should take
note of the following information about deadlines and portrait format.

● Email your SENIOR PORTRAIT AND BABY/CHILDHOOD photos to Mrs. Hess at
thess@fortcherry.org.

● OR mail a CD or hard copy photos to Fort Cherry Yearbook, c/o Tracey Hess, 110 Fort
Cherry Road, McDonald, PA  15057.

● OR turn in hard copies of the photos to Mrs. Hess in Room 106.
● PICTURES SHOULD BE RECEIVED NO LATER THAN MONDAY, JANUARY 2, 2023.

Senior portraits can be taken by any professional photographer; however, we have certain criteria that
must be met in order to comply with our yearbook quality and design quality standards.

1. The pose and background of the photo may be chosen by each individual student.
○ Male Style Tips

■ Business casual
■ School dress code applies
■ Schedule a haircut a week before the session

○ Female Style Tips
■ Business casual
■ School dress code applies
■ Style hair out of eyes and away from the face

***Only the senior student should be photographed in the senior portrait.
***Photos may be cropped/edited as needed to fit on the yearbook page.

2. Digital Image Guidelines
❖ Save photos as JPEG files only. (PDFs can not be used.)
❖ High-resolution files, preferably three mega-pixel or greater, should be

submitted.
❖ Pictures taken or sent from a cellphone are not recommended.  They may have to

be resized or another photo may have to be submitted if we can not get it to fit on
the yearbook page.

❖ Submitted CDs from the photographer must be labeled with the student’s name.
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❖ Multiple students for Fort Cherry can be placed on one CD.
❖ If you prefer to turn in a hard copy of a photo, it should be a wallet-sized

photo.  The photo(s) should be placed in a labeled envelope with the
student’s name and homeroom number.  PLEASE DO NOT WRITE ON
THE BACKS OF PHOTOS, if possible.

❖ Submit only one senior portrait and one baby/childhood photo per student.
❖ Hard copies of photos and CDs will not be returned to the student unless it is

directly requested in writing to Mrs. Hess.

SCHOOL PICTURE DAY IS SCHEDULED FOR FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 23, 2022.  Please dress
accordingly. Redford Photography, our school photographer, will be taking headshots of all seniors
that day, free of charge for use in the yearbook, just in case someone does not submit a photo from
another photographer.  Of course, students may purchase these pictures if they choose as well.

The yearbook staff would like to include all seniors, but because of our publishing schedule, we cannot
guarantee that you will be included in the book if you do not have your photo taken on September 28th,
did not turn in your photo by the deadline, or did fail to meet the specifications by JANUARY 2, 2023.

Redford Photography will be taking THE SENIOR CLASS PHOTO (23) ON SCHOOL PICTURE
DAY, SEPTEMBER 23, 2023 AT 8:15 AM, too.

● CYBER STUDENTS WHO WANT TO BE IN THIS PHOTO SHOULD PLAN TO COME
TO SCHOOL THAT MORNING.

We appreciate your cooperation in making this the best yearbook ever.

Sincerely,

The Panorama Staff

Mrs. Tracey Hess- Yearbook Advisor
thess@fortcherry.org

(We reserve the right to limit the choices of typefaces, etc. We reserve the right to edit all copy and
images.  Please remember that we cannot take responsibility for what might happen during the printing
process. We urge parents and students to submit high-quality copies of important photos.)


